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REMARKS ON THE U.S. PROBLEM IN SOUTH VIET NAM
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INTRODUCTION

I spoke in a local church last month to a Bible Class -- on the subject

of Religion and Politics for 30 minutes, 15 minutes were set aside for

questions. Not one question was on religion. Every question was on Viet Nam.

Not surprisingly, there is deep concern.

It is difficult to point to a single place around the world where we have

improved our situation in recent years. The pressures continue, The world

situation for free nations is not goode NATO is a shambles. We have growing

disagreements with France. Latin America poses serious problems. We have

had only moderate succes in DAS. Africa is stirring.

But it is Southeast Asia that is taking most of our attention, In 1961 -

there were 753 American Government personnel in South Viet Narn giving technical

aid. When President Johnson took office in November, 1963 there were 25,000

Americans, many acting as military advisors to the South Viet Nam Army. Today

there are over 250,000 Americans in Southeast Asia, and the number ¡s going up

monthly. As of 1961, no American casualties had been incurred, As of last

month, 2,LlO Americans had been killed and lL,727 have been wounded.

THE INFORMATION PROBLEM

What have the American people been told during this

year period?

The following quotations from the New York Herald-Tribune illustrate the

information problem. At least six times Secretary of Defense McNamara has
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are his commenti'reported a-r the conclusion of each trip:

May, 1962 - "Progress in the last 8 to 10 weeks has been great *. The

Government has asked only for logistical support,''

October, 1963 - "The major part of the United States military task can be com-

pleted by the end of 1965, although there may be a continuing requirement for
a limited number of U.S. training personnel»'

December, 1963 - "We have every reason to believe that (u, s, military) plans
will be successful in 196k,"

March, 196k "We are confident these plans point the way to victory,''

- In 1965 he said: ''the picture is not all black.''

The word by Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey on his return from his recent

trip to Southeast Asia was that ''the tide has turned.''

- And on 2/12/66 Secretary of Defense McNamara - "We have stopped losing

the war,''

On February 21, 1966 - Mr, Hanson Baldwin - military editor of the NEW YORK

TIMES authored an article indicating that U,S. combat forces in Europe, Asia

and the United States were being stripped of manpower and skills by sending

thousands of the best men to Viet Nani, He warned that the forces were no longer

combat ready and were not what the Department of Defense would have the united

States believe. He also mentioned shortages of clothing and ammunition,

Baldwin said: 1The nation's armed services have almost exhausted their trained

and ready military units with all available forces spread dangerously thin in

Viet Nam and elsewhere,''

Later that week, Secretary of Defense McNamara, at the White House, said

And I heard him say it ''The Baldwin article is absolutely without substance."
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Thpast weerought the report of the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee

¡

report Wa 1uctantly, Secretary of

Defense McNamara has at-i.&t now admitted that L1. Combat Divisions in the United

States are not combat ready.

The Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee, a Democrat, very simply concluded

that Mr. McNamara gave misleading answers.

iTh iç
T1ar information from the President to the Nation is clear to

anyone who has read the repori on Viet Nam by a group of United States Senators

headed by Senator Mansfield. \1tLI5 Qi
The Mansfield report, if sound ¡n its conclusions, is a mo stinging

indictment of the

A comparison of this latest Mansfield report with his report of 3 years

ago indicates that substantial Communist gains took place between the start of

1963 and early 1965 during the period of Mr. McNamaras quotes On February 25,

1963, Senator Mansfield offered this appraisal of the outlook in South Viet Nam:

'.success was predicted to the group almost without exception
by responsible Americans and Vietnamese, in terms of a year or
two hene0 Success'..0would mean, at the least, a reduction of
the guerri lias to the point where they would no longer be a serious
threat to the stability of the Republ icC''

ALTHOUGH THE 1963 REPORT expressed some caution about the "rapid accomplish-

ment'' of these goals, they were clearly in sight,

What a contrast is the January, 1966 Mansfield report. It describe the
L

situation in South Viet Nani early in 1965 as ''near desperate''0 It

"After the assassination of Ngo Dinh Diem, repeated coups had
weakened the cohesiveness of the central authority and acted
to stimulate public disaffection and indifference to the war,
At the same time, there was a greatly accelerated military drive
by strengthened Viet Cong forces. Their control expanded over
large areas of the country, particularly in provinces adjacent to
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''the western borders. Communications and transportation between
population centers became increasingly hazardous, except by Viet

Cong sufferance. In short, a total collapse of the Saigon govern-
ments authority appeared imminent in the early months of 1965.''

At present, after commitment of over OOO American troops, the 1966

Mansfield report d': '',the overall control of the country remains

about the same as it was at the beqinninq of 1965,''

have called this Mansfield report an indictment of the Administration0

For example, during the period when the optimistic hopes of South Viet Nam were

dashed and the situation became desperate, there was no frank statement from

Administration leaders informing the public of the disaster. The Administration

did not revise its prediction of October 1963 that American troops would be

withdrawn b the end of 1965V The dominent theme of Presidential utterances

was that the United States would not widen the war, and would not send American

troops to do fighting that Asian troops should do. Th=e&r-t-ry-5ko

&th -p 1 t there

ÏE 'T.ìÍ)t ) 1 'L:.,
1ìuiiy 1965, when according to the Mansfield group the Saigon govern-

ment was near "total collapse'', the President delivered his State of the Union

message assuring the Congress that things had improved so much on the inter-

national scene that "today we can turn increased attention to the character of

American life."
(ç (T f'

Viet. Nani received only iThr-s in the 1965 State of the Union message,

(Qr tf' t''f îs V')

and o--* -1tf tone of urgency0

This year the State of the Union message, though wordier about Viet Nam,\ttk i
was again almost devoid of any information about the of the war,
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In short, the Administration has not been candid with the American people,

When Ambassador Goldberg publicly discusses the "crisis of credibility'', it ¡s

clear that something is seriously wrong with the Administrations public infor-

mation program.
iF1 CU .Q5L'LIt is difficult to discuss this subject ¡n terms of the present time frame 1LLJ

because much,Zrrent information is not available, t is, of course, possible

to look back -- 1 to 5 years, and evaluate. T have great respect for the

American fighting men in Viet Nani. My questions lie elsewhere, and I pose these

troubling questions.

1. Have the United States and South \/ietnamese forces succeeded in

increasing the number of square miles of secure territory in South Viet Nam in

the past 5 years? The Mansfield Report provides an answer.

2 Have the United States and South Viet Nani succeeded,after sending

Hundreds of thousands of Americans to Southeast Asia and spending billions of

dollars, in providing bodily security for even 5% more of the South Vietnamese

population than in 1960? Headlines last month showed fighting 2 miles north

of Saigon0

3. Ha(the United States' efforts succeeded in developing a more stable

South Vietnamese government today as compared with 5 years ago? Todays news-

papers give the answer. The April 9, WASHINGTON POST said of the current riots

''What Has happened is that the king has been seen to have no clothes,'' And,"the

10 generals of the directorate never really governed South Viet Nanithey presided

over ¡t.'' Obviously any government, in wartime, would stop rioting, if it could,
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That itAbannot ¡s a sad indication of our failure. O U.S official yesterday

summed ¡t up saying, "We are right hack to the period following Diem»'

2-i. Very irnply, has the United States by the sacrifice of more than

15,000 American dead and wounded moved the free world closer to its goal of

peace and security for free men?

Recall the Honolulu Conference where President Johnson flew to embrace the

South Viet Nam leaders, Yet todays paper - less than 2 months later - quotes

the Administration saying ''its the government n't any particular leader -

that we are supporting."

Even more tragically, William Bundy had this to say of the anti-American

riots over the week "The anti-Americanism is healthy -- it shows they want to

stand on their own fee'tY' He did not elaborate on why antiArnericanism was 'healthy".

Tiino sense can it be said that the Congress or the people have been or are

partners in the foreign policy and national security decision-making process0''í o p1l
H- Congress, over crecades,Ahas yielded ilmost totàl authority to the

Executive in most situations ranging from total peacé to total war0 Little

'i ii

distinction exists today between interventions,1police actions, limited wars,

wars, or advisory wars0 Congressional Committees play only a limited, and in

most cases an afterthefact role, Periodically Congress is asked to climb into

the boat and ratify a decision -- good or bad.

The problem, as has been said, ¡s that if Congress is to be in on the landing,

i t ought to be i n on the take off,

I don't speak as a military expert or as an int,national strategist, I offer

no suggestions as to what should or shouldnt he bombed, or what should or shouldnEt

he blockaded, or who should or shouldn't be negotiated with. That would be

i mpos s i bic from my van tage po i nt.
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I know that I, and other Members of Congress lack the information on which

the President ¡s basing his daily decisions -- only he and his close advisors

have access to the ingredients that go into these decisions, For this reason

I have difficulty talking about or condoning or condemning actions in the present

time frame0 But, as we do have sufficient information to look back and evaluate,

as I have here, we also can look

A LOOK AHEAD

Lthkea-i t Ir--r-e&pcc t&-&e.i V ¡ c t am

I have commented on a number of aspects of the problem in South Viet Nam,

including the information problem, the lack of political development ¡n South

Viet Nam, and our fai lure to achieve anything even approximating a stable

government0

These problems have slowed any measure of success in Southeast Asia0 But

these factors, I believe, are but stitches in the fabric of U,S0 worldwide problems0

There are some things one could recommend:

1, That the President have faith ¡n the American people and tell the facts0

Freedom cant prevail if unfriendly nations, neutrals, our friends, and indeed

our own people lack confidence in the credibility of our government0 An enemy may

make a serious miscalculation as to our intent, Leaders of friendly and neutral

nations are finding i t increasingly difficult to argue against our enemies, and even

their political opponents, when the U,S, is shown so wrong so often, And, here

at home, the American people have difficulty supporting what they cant understand

or cant believe, One of the greatest casualties of the war in South Viet Narn- - 0 -
may well prove to be the American peoples confidence ¡n their governmen71 A good

first step would be for the President to recognize that it ca&t be "business as
I I t!.

usual'1 when 250,000 Americans are fighting in South Viet

t
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2. We should c...Trify.:ou.r ¡n-tenBy so doing, we can hope to bring about

greater cooperation by other free nations, including an end to shipping into

North Viet Nani by our friends, and greater manpower and material assistance

fi-orn our allies,

But a greater question remains

Why ¡s the United States, with its great wealth and genius, with the skill

of its industrial complex, the brains of its scientists,Athe courage of ¡t

fighting men -- unable -- despite the expending of biflions of dollars and

hundreds of lives of our most elite troops, over a prolonged 5-year period --

why is such a nation unable to win a contest against the Viet Cong men lacking

equal training or fire power?
'LI t±J

ft the answer to this question lieslone of the most critical problems

facing our nation and the free world -- not in Southeast Asia alone, but in

Africa, Latin America and

So too, ¡t is important to seek an explanation of why a Y! 20-year--old
former high school and college athlete carne to me last month to ask nie to he]p

keep him out of . Viet Nani, And this was not an isolated case, A bright,

clean product of our area he brought his attractive sweetheart with him,

without embarrassment, and she echoed his plea The attitude seems to be Hwhy

die over an episode?H Why go when it is business as usual? Why be killed when

we have supposedly won each year of the last 5? Why go when the President says

11now we can turn increased attention to the character of American lifeu? I

believe that this young man reflected his society. But he would respond to a ,-

ç

reasonable cause -- clearly stated. He sees no such cause. 4o no'4er4
have great confidence in people when they have the information they
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need to decide0 But theyre not blind followers0 They need information0

THOUGHTS ON THE U0S, PROBLEM

I sense these things

L If Republicans are criticai,or ask difficult questions) it ¡s called partisan.

cet the same time, serious splitL4 ¡n the Democratic Party on

this difficult issue, ?tS
p

o4s;

The American people seem somewhat weary after giving over $100 billion in

foreign aid since World War I and getting cuffed and insulted across the globe,

and seeing US0 stature and success in world affairs diminish

The people of the United States have listened to our leaders, President

Johnson, Secretary McNarnara, and Vice President Humphrey, and their glowing

reports, and have then seen how far they were from reality, andbeen legiti-

mately concerned0

5 The American people have not adjusted to a half-war situation itas tough

to respond to0 In ways, the U0S0 involvement in South Viet Narn has been

a totally frustrating experience, and many are weary of it0

QUESTIONS FOR THE FREE WORLD

I believe there are reasons for and answers to the difficult situation we

face

} First we should realize that 'wars of National liberation'' or "revolutionary

wars'' are exactly what the Communist world has promised us repeatedly, not just

¡n Viet Nam, but worldwide.

I'
2 Such wars consist ¡n the application of irregular warfare, and non-war methods,

to the propagation of an ideology or a political system.

3. No "irregular war,H such as in Viet Narn, can be won without at least a

measure o-F popular support.
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-i.. In such a war the distinction between the competing qualities of government

being contested become vital, We are seeing that good motives, not successfully

communicated, can lose to lesser motives well carnouflaed,

5 The free world seems not fully conversant with the military and non-rni li tary

developments in 1'revolutionary warfare,'' possibly because they have not been

as spectacular as a new missile, and they suffer from insufficient advertising0

To vastly oversimplify, possibly we have tried on occasion, to bludgeon or bomb

ideas using the today crude World War I I techniques, and we are finding such

techniques inadequate to counter communist pressures that are far more subtle

than the Axis armies and navies of World War IL Such techniques are not only

too often ineffective, but by their crudeness and inapplicability they may also-. - - - .:. - * -
unnecessarily endanqer world peace.

It''take all the proficiency of our system plus some to make up for the

lack of political savvy and appeal of the regimes that we have thus far

sought to prop up in South Viet Nam0

The United States, by Ambassador Lodges own testimony, has had difficulty

"getting an idea going for them'' in South Viet Nam0 In Malaysia and the

Philippines, '1revolutionary wars'' were put down after there was a program with

popular appeal well communicated0

8. The thing that can make the difference between defeat and victory in

"irregular warfare'' ¡s that the people and the Army must emerge on the same side of

the fight0 Clearly this is not the situation in South Viet Narn today. I do

not suggest that the people are on the side of the Viet Cong0 But, the frequent

changes in government and the riots indicate that the government lacks

popular appeal and support. There must be a Pol i Lical rationale capable of
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communication. Obviously vie have failed to find it these past years..

The free world must study, understand, and explain the theory and practice

of Hrregular warfareH or lose South Viet Narn, Southeast Asia and other nations

on other continents, 'Irreqular warfar&' cannot be left to happy ¡mprovisinq

anymore than can nuclear warfare,

The free world has failed to adjust and respond to the world pressures of

the l96Os, It has failed to understand the nature of the communist pressures

¡t faces, lt has failed to train free men to meet these pressures, point to

point, early and thereby prevent failures of foreign policy -- which war, in

the last analysis, ¡s, The world can ill afford many more failures in foreign

policy, It can ill afford many more wars, By failing to understand, to prepare

for, and to communicate to the free world the nature of these pressures, and

the necessary role of other free nations in helping to respond to them, we have

too often lost needed cooperation, aid, and support. One nation, however strong,

ca«not afford to lose such support.

The sharpest criticism may weil be that the Administration has failed to

comrnunicatto the American people the nature of the pressures we face, and

thereby 5acrificed, at least ¡n part, their confidlence, understanding, and
Qr iki/(

support. I the riots lead

whether as the result of an election held in thwar atmosphere
i5 1t M''tÇ (ij

or not, the U.S. f

What I have said ¡s not restricted to South Viet Nam, nor to Southeast

Asia, It is axomatic.that the Communists have said repeatedly that they intend

to be active on all continents, Southeast Asia is a problem, but so too we
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must recognize that these same pressures are today at work in Africa, South

American and elsewhere. And, these same responses may well be Failing to meet

the pressures elsewhere as we talk today, just as they have been inadequate ¡n

South Viet Narn0 As I have said, the penalty for a failure in foreign policy

may be war War which none of us seek0 The U.S. and the Free World must forqe

a strateqy for freedom0

A FINAL THOUGHT

Each American must ponder the bedrock question posed to me by a foreign

service officer in the far east who has not been in the United States for
tL 6-i 5t,

some years. He asked: ''Is ! s ;. Zbusiness as usual',

consistent wPr. or even compatable with - or is it possibly even destructive of -

'L
the very strength, patience1and courage which our country will require to meet

the challenges of the coming decade?''


